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Triaxial Seismic Modal Analysis 

From a triaxial seismic modal analysis, we present the following results about: 

• The relationship between the effective mass and the total mass; 

• Estimation of support reactions; 

• Identification of a local mode; 

• A uniform acceleration in a static analysis. 

The mass relationship is a criterion which will help us determine when to cut off the modes.  

Estimate of support reactions requires the modal participation factors only, which are readily 

available from free vibration analysis. The estimate allows preliminary sizing of support and 

anchorage without having to wait for a detailed dynamic analysis to complete.  

Currently whether or not a mode is local is discerned via animation. We found a quantitative 

identification based on ranking of the importance of a mode and that of a mass in a mode.  

In equivalent static analysis, the code has recommended a uniform � = 1.5 × ��	
�peak. By 

considering the over-turning moment, we derived an alternative value.    

1. Modal Analysis of Triaxial Excitation 

The motion of a structure subjected to a triaxial base excitation with orthogonal components ��, �, and �� is governed by the differential equation 

��� + ��� + �� = −������� + ��� + ������ 

� = ���� 0 00 � 00 0 ���� ; � = ���� �� ����′� � ���′�� �′� ���� ; � =���� �� ����′� � ���′�� �′� ���� 

� =  �����! ; ��� =  ��00!; �� =  0��0! ; ��� =  00��! ; �� = �11⋮1� 

#, $, and % are orthogonal directions. For a lumped mass system, ��� = � = ��� = �&. For a 

self-adjoint conservative system, �, �, and � are symmetric, positive-definite. ���, ��, and ��� are 

support influence vectors. 

The eigenvectors '( = )'′�, '′ , '′�+, from �� − ,-��' = 0, satisfy the orthogonal conditions: 
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 '′.�'/ = 0; '′.�'/ = 0; 0 ≠ 2 
'′.�'. = 3.; '′.�'. = 4.; 4.3. = ,.- 

We consider the #-direction first. We then extend the results to the $ and the %-direction. Let us 

expand ��� in terms of '. as 

��� = Φ6� 

 ��00! = ��'��7 �'��-�'�7 �'�-�'��7 �'��-
⋯ �'��9⋯ �'�9⋯ �'��9�:�6��7�6��-⋮�6��9; 

Expansion of the equation yields the invariance relationships in the #-direction: 

�� = <�6��=�'��=9
=>7 ; 0 = <�6��=�'�=9

=>7 ; 0 = <�6��=�'��=9
=>7  

Likewise, in the other two directions, we have 

0 = <�6�=�'��=9
=>7 ; �� = <�6�=�'�=9

=>7 ; 0 = <�6�=�'��=9
=>7  

0 = <�6��=�'��=9
=>7 ; 0 = <�6��=�'�=9

=>7 ; �� = <�6��=�'��=9
=>7  

To obtain an expression for the modal participation factors, we pre-multiply both sides of the 

equation ��� = Φ6� by Φ?�, resulting in Φ?���� = Φ?�Φ6� = diag.@37, 3-, ⋯ , 39A6�. 

∴ �6��= = �'��=?�&��3=  

Suppose we normalize 3= to unity. The above expression becomes 

�6��= = �'��=?�&�� 
 For the other two directions, the corresponding expressions are: 

�6�= = �'�=?�&��; �6��= = �'��=?�&�� 
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2. Mass Relationships 

We next consider ���?���� for the mass relationship. It can be seen that 

���?���� = 6�?Φ?�Φ6� 

<�����=9
=>7 = <3=

9
=>7 �6��=- 

If the mass is isotropic, which usually is the case, then the above expression becomes 

<C=
9

=>7 = Ctotal = <�6��=-9
=>7 = <�6�=-9

=>7 = <�6��=-9
=>7 ; 3= = 1 

Also, ���?��� = ��?���� = ���?���� = 0 because, say, 

���?��� = )��? , 0, 0+ ���� 0 00 � 00 0 ����  0��0! = 0 

With ��� = Φ6� and �� = Φ6, we obtain another set of relationships: 

���?��� = 6�?Φ?�Φ6 = 6�?6 = 0 

∴ <�6��=9
=>7 �6�= = 0 

In a similar manner, we arrive at 

<�6�=9
=>7 �6��= = <�6��=9

=>7 �6��= = 0 

Subjected to normalization of the modal mass to unity, the mass relationships can be stated in 

terms of the modal participation factors as: 

<�6D�=9
=>7 �6E�= = F 0; � ≠ GCtotal; � = G 

The modal participation factors are the Euler-Fourier coefficients of expansion of the support 

influence vectors in terms the normal modes. That the sum of the squares of the coefficients of 

expansion is equal to the total mass is the Parseval identity.  
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3. Seismic Support Reactions 

Let us decouple the equation of motion into modal components, resulting in: 

H�. + 2J.,.H�. + ,.-H. = −�6��.�� − �6�.� − �6��.�� 

��K� = <H.�K�'.
9

.>7 ; �6��= = <C/�'�/�=9
/>7  

C/ is the mass at 2. �'�/�= is the #-direction displacement at 2 in the LMN mode. Likewise, 

�6�= = <C/�'/�=9
/>7 ; �6��= = <C/�'�/�=9

/>7  

The response spectrum method yields 

,.-|H.|PQ� = |6�|.
��J., ,.� + R6R.
�J., ,.� + |6�|.
��J., ,.� 
Let us consider the #-direction first. The acceleration response at node 2 is equal to 

�S��/ = <FT|6�|.
��J., ,.� + R6R.
�J., ,.� + |6�|.
��J., ,.�U �'�/�.V9
.>7  

It follows that the total inertia force in the #-direction is equal to 

�� = <C/�S��/9
/>7 = <<FT|6�|.
��J., ,.� + R6R.
�J., ,.� + |6�|.
��J., ,.�UC/�'�/�.V9

.>7
9

/>7  

= <T|6�|.
��J., ,.� + R6R.
�J., ,.� + |6�|.
��J., ,.�U9
.>7 �<C/�'�/�.9

/>7 � 

= <FT|6�|.
��J., ,.� + R6R.
�J., ,.� + |6�|.
��J., ,.�U |6�|.V9
.>7  

∴ �� = <W�6��.-
��J., ,.�X + <R6�6R.
�J., ,.�9
.>7 + <|6�6�|.
��J., ,.�9

.>7
9

.>7  

In a similar manner, we obtain the total inertia forces in the other two directions as 
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� = <T�6�.-
�J., ,.�U + <R66�R.
��J., ,.�9
.>7 + <R66�R.
��J., ,.�9

.>7
9

.>7  

�� = <W�6��.-
��J., ,.�X + <|6�6�|.
��J., ,.�9
.>7 + <R6�6R.
�J., ,.�9

.>7
9

.>7  

The summation denotes modal combination. The addition denotes directional combination. 

Modal combination is performed first, followed by directional combination.  

As can be seen, the support reactions depend on the modal participation factors. After a free 

vibration analysis, the support reactions can be readily calculated.  

4. Local Modes 

We give two quantitative methods to complement animation of mode shapes. One is by ranking 

the importance of a mode. The other is by ranking the importance of a mass in a mode. 

• To Rank a Mode 

The modal support reactions are used to rank a mode. The resultant of the reactions is 

�.- = ����.- + ���.- + ����.- = T�6��.- + �6�.- + �6��.-U Y. 
Y. = W�6��.
��J., ,.�X- + T�6�.
�J., ,.�U- + W�6��.
��J., ,.�X- 

The larger the �., the more important the mode. 

• To Rank a Mass 

To rank the importance of a mass in a mode, we consider the following dimensionless parameter: 

Z=/ = [\ C/�'�/�=-∑ C.�'�. �=-9.>7 ^- + \ C/�'/�=-∑ C.�'. �=-9.>7 ^- + \ C/�'�/�=-∑ C.�'�.�=-9.>7 ^- 

Z=/  is a measure of the importance of the mass at node 2 in the LMN mode.  

The larger is the parameter, the more important is the mass at node 2 in the LMN mode. 

If a mass is important in an unimportant mode but unimportant in an important mode, the mass is 

important only to its support but unimportant to the structure. The mass need not be modelled. 
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5. Static Analysis 

Static analysis is applicable to a simple, semi-rigid structure which has little cross-coupling 

effect and at the most one flexible mode in each direction, with a frequency to the right of the 

FRS plateau. 

An equivalent static analysis is to find a uniform acceleration for the static equilibrium problem �# = � such that # ≈ |H7|max'7. In other word, the force being sought is to satisfy 

� = |H7|max�'7 

Let us pre-multiple both sides of the expression by '′7 to obtain 

47|H7|max = '′7� 

From the modal FRS method, it is known 

|H7|max = 67
�J7, ,7�,7- = '′7���
�J7, ,7�37,7- = 147 '′7c
�J7, ,7����d 
∴ � = 
�J7, ,7���� 

The static analysis is conditional on |H7|max'7 ≈ # and '7 being not a local mode. It behooves 

us to verify sufficiency of S� = 
�J7, ,7�.  
We choose equivalency in the sense of over-turning. We view the structure like a cantilever so 

that '7 ≈ ef=, where f ≤ h, L > 0 is to be optimized, and 

e = j2L + 1Zh-=k7 

is from normalization so that 37 = 1. With a correction to the residual modes, the acceleration 

profile consists of two parts: S� = lmn + 67'7
�J7, ,7�. The over-turning moment due to the 

ZPA is equal to 

�rigid = Zh-2 × lmn 

The over-turning moment due to flexure is equal to 

�flexural = �2L + 1�Zh-�L + 1��L + 2� × 
�J7, ,7� 
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Combine the two components by SRSS and equate the result to the over-turning moment due to S� . We obtain 

12 S�Zh- = jwZh-2 × lmnx- + y �2L + 1�Zh-�L + 1��L + 2� × 
�J7, ,7�z- 

The optimum L is Lopt = 0.823, and the equivalent uniform acceleration is 

∴ S� = ��lmn�- + W1.65 × 
�J7, ,7�X- 

 If ,7 is known and lies to the right of the FRS plateau, S�  can be used as an alternative to the 

code acceleration of 1.5 × ��	
�peak.  

6. Summary 

Textbooks usually consider modal analysis one direction at a time. By considering triaxial input, 

we obtained new and practical results. Among them are:  

• Mass relationships that are more general;  

• A simple approach to estimate the support reactions;  

• A quantitative method for discerning a local mode;  

• A rational acceleration for static analysis.   


